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How the Survey 
Worked 

2021 FOTP QuickPulseTM HR 

Survey

Based on both Ratings and “Open” Text Comments
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Research Approach 

Survey Highlights:

• An online survey with a combination of 

ratings and open text boxes.

• Strong support for the survey with a total of 

197 respondents working in HR roles (all 

other Job Functions were screened out)

• A mix of seniority with Senior & Middle 

Management being the largest segment  

• Almost equal contribution from SMEs and 

Large Businesses 

N.B. Field Stage Timings: 17th September - 27th September 2021



Key Highlights

Based on both Ratings and “Open” Text Comments

2021 FOTP QuickPulseTM HR 

Survey
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Whilst Remote Working clearly 

delivers a number of benefits, HR 

Professionals have also recognised a 

number of challenges it presents with 

motivating, training and 

adequately supporting their 

colleagues.

HR Professionals voted Employee 

Wellbeing and Mental Support as 

the top area of focus, in terms of 

their strategic priorities.

Key Take-Outs
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Executive Summary

Top Strategic 

Priority 

HR Professionals 

voted Employee 

Wellbeing and 

Mental Support as 

the top area of 

focus, in terms of 

their strategic 

priorities.

Top Tactical 

Priority 

Staff Retention is the top 

immediate/ tactical concern 

that HR Professionals are 

dealing with at the moment. 

Amongst measures taken to 

address the issue of staff 

retention, a number of HR 

Professionals are focusing on 

staff development and 

support, improving salary 

and benefit packages and 

increasing dialogue with 

their employees to foster 

improved relationships.  

Remote 

Working 

Whilst Remote Working 

clearly delivers a number of

benefits, HR Professionals 

have also recognised a 

number of challenges it 

presents with motivating, 

training and adequately 

supporting their colleagues. 

Top 3 challenges 
that will be the main 

areas of focus over 

the next 5 years are:

 Lack of Skills/ 

Talent and Staff 

Shortage

 Continuous impact 

of Brexit/Covid

 Staff Retention
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Top 3 Tactical and Strategic Priorities 
for HR Professionals 

Top 3 Tactical Priorities for Top 3 Strategic Priorities for 

Retaining talented staff. Managing, more 

mentoring and development of inter-team 

relationship skills due to new hybrid working 

norm.

Obviously, home-working means less human 

contact and maybe not able to identify such 

issues as well as when office-based.

Rank Tactical Priority

1 Retaining current staff

2 National skills shortage

3 Resolving difficulties with UK recruitment

Rank Strategic Priority

1 Employee Wellbeing & Mental Health

2 Remote Working/Return to the Office

3 Equality, Diversity & Inclusion
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FOTP HR Pulse
Pulse Rating Scorecard

Survey Attribute Pulse Rating

Workforce change over the last 12m 57.5

Anticipated workforce change, N12m 66.3

Employee Turnover 48.5

HR Team Workload 69.2

Segment Pulse Rating

FOTP HR Pulse Rating 60.4

Heads of Dept/Directors 60.2

Senior & Middle Management 59.6

Coordinators/Analysts 62.1

The FOTP HR Pulse Rating is calculated by aggregating the following 4 

survey attributes**:

• How would you describe the change to your company’s workforce in the last 12 

months

• How do you expect your company’s workforce to change over the next 12 months

• How has employee turnover changed in the last 12 months

• Compared to 12 months ago, is your team busier or less busy?

The overall rating of 60.4 is a solid score and indicates a broadly positive 

sentiment amongst HR Professionals. 

**Note: In future waves, we will be able to trend and track movement over time, using the 4 

attributes above. 

• Further breakdown of the results confirms that Employee Turnover is having 

a significant negative impact.
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Key highlights
based on the feedback from the “open” text boxes

What respondents 

said about: 

• Remote Working

• ED&I

• Employee Wellbeing

• Learning & Development 

• Using Data to Drive HR 

Strategies 

• Productivity is perceived to be the biggest 

impact of long-term Remote Working - both 

positive (in terms of flexibility) and negative 

(challenges associated with motivating, 

mentoring and managing staff remotely).

• Whilst a large proportion of respondents felt that 

their companies and teams already provide 

effective Wellbeing and Mental Support, 

having sufficient and dedicated resource, as 

well as remote working are the main 

challenges that prevent companies from 

delivering better support. 

• Lack of Focus & Leadership/Time & Funding 

is mentioned as the biggest challenge preventing 

HR Professionals from better adhering to ED&I 

policies. 

• Availability of Staff/Staff Shortage and 

Remote Working are the two main factors 

affecting companies’ ability to deliver effective 

Learning & Development.

• IT Systems/Technology/Training is the main 

barrier for companies and HR Professionals to 

be able to more effectively derive and use data 

to Drive HR Strategies.  Respondents of the 

survey explained that their companies were 

either behind the curve with technology or didn’t 

have the right systems in place.

Whilst Remote Working is here to stay and delivers a number of benefits, it is also perceived to be 

affecting companies’ ability to support their employees, deliver ED&I policies and provide effective 

Learning & Development to their workforce.  
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Key highlights

• All of these illustrate that companies/ 

employers/HR Teams will need to dedicate 

additional resource and investment, as well as 

develop suitable strategies, to retain staff.  

• This could be a challenge for smaller 

businesses. 

based on the feedback from the “open” text boxes

“Retaining current staff” has been voted as the Number 1 Priority that HR Professionals are currently 

focusing on.  Below is what they are doing to counteract it:

Increased focus on staff development & support plus 

better incentive/benefit packages were top of mind for 

many respondents of our HR Pulse

A drive to offer more flexible working arrangements, 

as well as an increased focus on fostering closer 

relationships and talking more to employees were 

also mentioned amongst the measures taken

Some companies are conducting more “exit” 

interviews to better understand and address the 

issues
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What HR Professionals said
about the biggest challenge they expect to be facing over the next 5 years?

Very negative

Negative

Mixed

Positive

Very Positive

Neutral

Main Topics and 

Sentiment Analysis, 

Based on “Open” 

Text Comments
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There are not enough people 
applying for training in our 
industry and there are 
already too many vacancies.

Talent shortage in the UK 
specifically, and globally. 
Most skilled and high talented 
employees specially in IT and 
engineering are in developing 
countries and hard to recruit 
physically in UK which will 
lead to opening regionally in 
those countries to cover the 
business needs.

1. Skill/Talent and 

Staff Shortage

2. Continuous Covid/ 

Brexit Impact
3. Staff Retention

4. Recruitment 

Challenges

We value having international, 
cross cultural and multi-lingual 
staff. One of the biggest 
challenges this year has been 
Covid and the traffic light 
system. Many personnel travel 
regularly and unfortunately, 
many seemingly illogical 
restrictions and quarantine has 
seriously hurt our productivity.

Retention and the ability to 
motivate staff in their role with 
fears of Covid and maintaining 
health & staying safe, are still 
present.

Retaining talented staff. 

Managing, more mentoring 

and development of inter-

team relationship skills due 

to new hybrid working norm.

We think retaining staff 

across the board will be our 

biggest challenge.  Covid 

has hit people's finances 

hard, and they may, 

understandably, want to look 

for higher paying jobs.

The biggest challenge is 

recruiting staff at the same 

speed as existing staff retire or 

move onto new business 

areas.

Recruitment, with the economy 

going downhill and an increase 

in online shopping we may be 

overwhelmed by the responses 

to job ads when most may not 

be qualified and are just 

applying for any job they find.

What HR Professionals said
about the biggest challenge they expect to be facing over the next 5 years?

Summary of the “Open Text” Comments

5. Hybrid/Remote 

Working Challenges

Keeping regular contact with 

employees who are remote 

working. Cost of living/salary 

increases.

Increase in remote working, 

managing that and managing 

with a slimmed available skills-

base, as potential employees 

either leave the UK or don't 

come at all.

Lack of face-to-face 

interaction.
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Thank you

Please visit our website to learn more about FOTP, and to read our blogs:
www.fotpresearch.com

Click here to follow FOTP company page on LinkedIn for more insights.

Andy Kemp-King 
Director

T:    01458 844127       

M: 07976 832826

E:    andy.kempking@fotpresearch.com

Julia Pascu
Director

T:    01458 844126       

M: 07977 114604

E:    julia.pascu@fotpresearch.com

Andy Dingwall 
Senior Research Manager

T:    01458 844124       

M: 07916 641652

E:    andy.dingwall@fotpresearch.com
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